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' A C a v a f i e r

Xi GAMMA ZETA PLANS 'LOCKS OF
L O V E ' HAIR DONATION D R I V E FOR
CANCER PATIENTS

C d n s t m a s

The sisters and friends
of sorority X i Gamma Zeta are
teaming up with the Locks of
Love Foundation, which worlcs in
conjunction with the National
Cancer Society, to donate human
hair for cancer patients who have
lost their hair due
to

chemotherapy treatments. The Xi
Gamma Zeta drive for hair
donations will be held in April
next year.
The drive will be held at
a local hair salon that is willing
to co-sponsor this event. To
participate in the hair drive, a
person's hair must be at least 10
inches long without any color or

perm.
For more information,
keep your eyes open for fliers and
other updates as the date for the
event approaches. You can also
contact the sisters of Xi Gamma
Zetaat328-6313 or376-M)03,or
visit the Locks of Love
Foundation
website
at
www.locksoflove.org.

L A D Y C A V S ADVANCE TO REGIONAL
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT FOR FIRST T I M E IN
COLLEGE'S HISTORY
JeakammiUilimm

'TWas two weeks 'til exams, and all ihmugh the school, all
the students were studying, hoping Christmas would come
soon. In the meantime, however, students Heather Gentry
and Lucinda Thomas read Holiday books while enjoying the
Bookstore i Christmas atmosphere.

For the first time in College volleyball
history, the Lady Cavalier volleyball team will
advance to the regional tournament. The Cavs
advance to the regioiul toiunament after a threegame weekend at the Appalachian Athletic
Conference Tournament at King College in
Bristol, Tenn. The Lady Cavs left the tournament
with a fifth-place seed in the regional tournament
The Cavaliers'first game of the weekend
was on Friday, Nov. 14, against Montreat College.
The Cavs quickly slid by Montreat in three
stnught games. Later that day, the team faced aiid

fell to the Union College Bulldogs, who were ranked
at number two in the AAC Conference. On Saturday,
the Cavs returned to play Bryan College's Lady
Lions, who defeated the Wise players. With this loss,
the Lady Cavs were knocked out of the weekend's
tournament, but did not go home empty-handed.
Kari Sparks of Yuma. Va., was named the
AAC Defensive Player of the Year and was also
named to the All Conference and All Tournament
Teams. Sparks recorded 572 digs this season.
Also receiving honors for their p«foimance
were juniors Kendall Rainey, Jessica Cain and Kellie
Burke.
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Prince of Persia, Final Fantasy HI Debut as Hit Holiday Games

RPG, some Final Fantasy fans were shocked when
they leamed that the eleventh title in the beloved
series was going to be an online experience. The main
vocals. Guitarist Brad Delson, bassist
Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time (Plalformfs):
MeMutM,
I anit "AMr Along Tl^e ma
reason behind diis was die feelmg diat, due to die
Phoenix, drummer Rob Bourdon and
StafffMer
Xbox, Playstation 2, Gamecube, Game Boy Advance,
SMffWritSr Watohtovifer.^'^hioh wai^
constraints and nature of onlineroleplaying,the epic
D J. Mr. Hahn get equal camera time.
PC; Publisher: Ubisofl; Genre:
Action-Adventure/
Linkin Paric released their Live in
On Nov. i s , thft writtenAyBob^I^lian. and often incredible storylines that Final Fantasy is
Shinoda knows how to work a
Platform): Based on the classic Prince of Persia
Dave^ Matthews Band
^' T<h^ Ckntral •PqM Texas CD/DVD set on Nov. 18, an album
known for would have to be dropped. Surprisingly,
series, this game stands apart bom its forefathers. however, Square-Enix has seemed to take die time
crowd. He incites a huge mosh pit and
relmed The Cmvl PiiHt set is«higttUglil!ed% a^vyt from the Dallas venue of the Summer
You play as an extremely acrobatic prince from a and effort into ensuring diat die stoiy is indeed still
gets the crowd to "bounce" with them.
Coi^cnerr, aoecording o£tii& froi^ d i i t a r U k Warren Sanitarium. For the concert, Linkin Park
fantasy world similar to the Middle East. The prince incredibly engaging and epic in scope, while at the
By the next-to-last song, "Place For My
performed equal amoimts from their 2001
is
tricked by his vizier into breaking a big hourglass same time offering players a chance to explore on
Head," Bennington is obviously wearing
best-selling itlbum Hybrid Theory and this
with
the Dagger of Time that he stole previously. dieir own.
down and takes a breather for just a
year's Meteora, which has been in the top
Once the sands of the hourglass arereleased,his
You can play Final Fantasy
for $ 12.95 a
moment. Then he rebounds quickly,
40 smce its March release. The band also
subjects are turned into monsters. The prince, the mondi. For diat price, Square-Enix is hoping players
performed a couple of songs from the remix jumping around and belting out his
vizier and a mysterious woman named Farah are will be immersed in die storyline, unique to most
signature roar.
album Reanimation.
survivors. With Farah's help, the game begins as the online games. The worid of Vana'diel and its four
The concert concludes with "One
As with many live albums, the CD
prince goes on a quest torighthis wrong and get countries - die Kingdom of Sand'oria, die Grand
ever ^
p^^^^j^^^>'
Step Closer." Although Linkin Park has
has less sdngs than die actual concert. The
revenge on die corrupt vizier.
Duchy of Jueno, die RqHiblic of Bastok, and die
a steady energy level throughout the
Honesdy, the story isn't really a big part of Federation of Wuidurst - have had 20.years of peace
CD has 12 songs.y/hile die DVD has the full
this game, but it's the stunning visuals and easy-to- fiom die ravaging beastmen diat had caused them to
Performing wild acrobatic
concert wifli 17 songs. The vocal quality is concert, die band's energy level during
pick-up control that will win you over. Non-gamers unite as one in order to drive diem away. However,
stunts is a key element in
good but not as greitt as that of a studio, this finale is through the roof. Shinoda
thegameplay of Ubi Softi
will mjoy diis game because it's easy onttedifficulty things are once again starting.to fall into despair, as
which is normal. Overall, the CD is good but tells die crowd this is die last song so
Matthejff^ 'iianii.,ih^- •
Prince of Persia: The
scale:
it'8ahnostinqx»sibletodieindiisgame.There
a new evil sweeps upon die Uind. Now a whole new
what makes diis a great piifi^hase is the DVD. they just go crazy, resulting in the best
relerped^^ffiJiOjO^tilicS
Sands ofTime (available
are even instances m the game where you'll see generadon of adventurers is needed m order to drive
performance on the disk.
Linkin Park delivers a stellar
/or Xbox, PlaysUition 2,
what's about to happen on the next level. Moves are the unpendingmonsters away permanendy: namely
Gamecube, Game Boy
performance through their stage presence,
Live in Tkxas'isa great live album
two lf(nire<i^.tbe:}»ani^|
easily Imked together so a sunple jump can turn into you aiiid all of die other online denizens of Vana'diel.
Advance. PC). The prince
and
the
rapid
camera
angle
changes
amplify
that
shows
Linkin
Park's
perfect
mix
of
and npw '8igig8;f inolp|
a great-looking combo. Combat is also simple,
can defy gravity by
From diis grandiose story, one is able to dien
this. Most of the footage is of Chester
rock, rap, and electronica.
because all you have to do is enterfightcommands create a character torole-playas in die fantasy worid.
running along walls
twp coyer ^songir'^Ck^^v^^
Bennington and Mike Shinoda on lead
with his scimitar (the Dagger of Hme is used at die The character-creation process is very m-depdi and
(above) and can swing
The K i u ^ :
{ o m m r : , , . . ,
from dangerously high
end of a fight as a nice finish), and Farah will help offers a lot of variety. There are a total offiveraces
recorded by^iNeil YouqgX)^f^u:^«8SEQ»^,fj^^
ledges (left).
out with bows and arrows. Farah even helps the in Vma'diel: Humes (humans), the Elvaan (elves),
prince during die game's numerous puzzles. Some the Tarutaru (who resemble small children), the
people may fmd this game too simple for dieir tastes, Galka (araceof lumbering giants) and the Midira (a
Companies Release Big Hits to DUD Just In Time for Christmas
since it offers little to no difficulty, but it is shinning cat-like people). For die first threeraces,you can
to watch and fun for most to play. Also, be sure to choose die gender you wish to be, except for die land, and there arerewardsfor completing such
Sally Field, Bob Newhart voices of Brad Pitt,
look out for bonuses once the game is finished.
Galka and die Midua, which are respecdvely male missions. There are, however, more than a few
and Luke Wilson.
Catherine Zeta-Jones,
and female only. After this is decided, you get to optional quests and jobs that one can choose to
The month of
Nov. 11 saw the Michelle PfeifTer and
choose different types of face and hairstyles to further complete. Fighting optional monsters, using die skill
November saw the release release of Terminator 3: Joseph Fiennes. The final
customize your character. Then there are the several of crystal syndiesis to create items diat you can't find
of a lot of sequels, as well Rise of the Machines, which release for Uie 18* was Lara
job classes diat are open to you ui die beginning: in any of die towns' stores, or even doing quests for
as movies with very long stars Arnold Schwarz- Croft Tomb Raider: The
Warriors, the physically combative Monks, the non-playable characters or shopkeepers are just
titles, all in time for the busy enegger, Nick Stahl, Claire Cradle of Life starring
sneaky Thieves and diree different kinds of mages. examples of some of the things you can do. And
Christmas shopping season. Danes and Kristanna Angelina Jolie, Ciaran
The White Mages deal predominantly widi recovery completing some of the quests will even open up
Nov. 4 opened it up Loken. On Nov. 18, The Hinds and Gerard Butler.
magic, while Black Mages focus more on spells dut extra jobs.
with two different films Santa Clause 2, a Disney
As expected with any type of online RPG,
The last release date
deal damage to opponents, and Red Mages are a
balance of both, with some skill in sword attacks, as one can communicate and interact with different
available for both purchase Christmas film featuring for the month was Nov. 25,
well. After you choose what kind of character you players. Before setting out, one of the most crucial
and rent. Finding Nemo is a Tim Allen's return as Santa, which saw the release of A2;
want to play as and what job class they're in, you're diings to do is to makefiiendswidi other players
Disney-Pixar film Uiat stars became available, with X-Men United starring
and form a party, as your odds of survival are gready
then able to set
the voices of Albert Brooks additional stars including Patrick Stewart, Hugh
Online players flghta monster in Square-EnixyFiaai
Urn Allen portrays Saint Nkk inlastyeari holiday hit. The
enhanced by doing so. Only six charactera are
foot
into
the
worid.
Santa Clause 2, which debuted on home video on Nov. 18. This
Fantasy
XI,
the
first
online
game
in
the
long-running
and Ellen DeOeneres. Judge Reinhold, Wendy Jackman, Halle Berry, Ian
alkiwed in a party, but you can form alliances of up
Vana'diel
is
an
extremely
huge
world,
and
and many other hitftbns from the past year are finally debuting
RPG series:
Legally Blonde 2: Red, Crewson and Elizabeth McKellen,
Rebecca
one can get lost simply exploring the various to three parties in order to handle really tough
on DVD and VHS now that the Christmas shopping season has
White, and Blonde v/as die Mitchell. Dreamworks' Romijn-Stamos, Anna
begun.
Final Fantasy XI (Platform(s): Playstation 2, PC; environments diat a phiyer will encounter. The game missions or monsters. One could definitely get lost
first sequel of the month, animated f i l m Sinbad: Paquin and James Marsden,
Publisher:
Square-Enix;
Genre: Online RPG): is set up so that players can receive missions that in die immensity of dus game. Hey, you can even
bringing back Reese Legend of the Seven Seas is who all starred in Uie first
Having ahrays been renowned as a single-player will have diem dealing with die tnew menace in die enjoy a sunple day offishmgm \ ^ ' d i e l l
Wither^KKm in the lead role now avaUable and stars the X-Men mi.
oiice again, with co-stars
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Prince of Persia, Final Fantasy HI Debut as Htt Holiday Games

RPG, some Final Fantasy fans were shocked when
they learned that the eleventh thle in the beloved
series was going to be an online experience. The main
vocals. Guitarist Brad Delson, bassist
MeMmston
'
and " A l l Along The
Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time (Plaiform(s): reason behind this was the feeling that, due to the
Staffwmer Phoenix, drummer Rob Bourdon and
Stiff Witter Watobtower," iyM6h was '
Xbo.x. Playstation 2, Gamecube, Game Boy Advance, constraints and nature of online roleplaying, the epic
Linkin Paric released their Live in D.J. Mr. Hahn get equal camera time.
PC: Publisher: Ubisoft: Genre:
Action-Adventure/ and often incredible storylines that Final Fantasy is
On Nov. J'8, the written ibyBob'Dytan.
Platform):
Based
on
the
classic
Prince
of Persia known for would have to be dropped. Surprisingly,
Texas
CD/DVD
set
on
Nov.
18,
an
album
Shinoda
knows
how
to
work
a
Dave Matthews Band
The Central Park
series,
this
game
stands
apart
from
its
forefathers.
from
the
Dallas
venue
of
the
Summer
crowd.
He
incites
a
huge
mosh
pit
and
released The Gentral >Park set isthighlighted by^a visit
however, Square-Enix has seemed to take the time
You play as an extremely acrobatic prince from a and effort into ensuring that the sloiy is indeed still
Coficerr,a;recoidingofthe 'from .guitarist; Warren Sanitarium. For the concert, Linkin Park gets the crowd to "bounce" with them.
fantasy world similar to the Middle East. The prince incredibly engaging and epic in scope, while at the
band's hi8tori[c live concert 'Haynes o^QoV't^Mule performed equal amounts from their 2001 By the next-to-last song, "Place For My
is
tricked by his vizier into breaking a big hourglass same time offering players a chance to explore on
in New York City on Sep^ duijiig '^CliHKBs The Killer*] best-selling album Hybrid Theory and this Head," Bennington is obviously wearing
with the Dagger of Time that he stole previously. their own.
24 this year. Officials andiamexUnidbd vet^im of year's Meteora, which has been in the top down and takes a breather for just a
Once the sands of the hourglass are released, his
You can play Final Fantasy XI for $12.95 a
estimated ovdrlOO.OOOftins "Jitni -T^ing;** which 40 since its March release. The band also moment. Then he rebounds quickly,
subjects are turned into monsters. The prince, the monUi. For that price, Square-Enix is hoping players
performed
a
couple
of
songs
bom
the
remix
jumping
around
and
belting
out
his
«;«e~^i&;attendanoe^'fot one i h d l i i ^ ' d w l ^ ' m e t t l b ^ ' l
vizier and a mysterious woman named Farah are will be immersed in the stoiyline, unique to most
signature roar.
of the lai^l^Htr/conceir^; t^," inti^lw^wiB^'8'r"'^'*'^--^ albvan Reanimation.
survivors. With Farah's help, the game begins as the online games. The world of Vana'diel and its four
As with many live albums, the CD
The conceit concludes with "One
prince goes on a quest to right his wrong and get countries - the Kingdom of Sand'oria, the Grand
has less songs dian the achial concert. The Step Closer." Although Lmkin Park has
revenge on the corrupt vizier.
Duchy of Jueno, the Republic of Bastok, and the
CD has 12 songs^while the DVD has the full a steady energy level throughout the
Honestly, the story isn't really a big part of Fedetation of Wmdurst - have had 20 years ofpeace
Performing wild acrobatic
this game, but it's the stunning visuals and easy-to- fixrni the ravaging beastmen that had caused them to
concert widi 17 songs. The vocal quality is concert, the band's energy level during
stunts is a key element in
ptck-up control that will win you over. Non-gamers unite as one in order to drive them away. However,
good but not as greiit as that of a studio, this finale is through the roof. Shinoda
thegameplay ofUbi Softi
will enjoy this game because it's easy on the difficulty things are once again starting to fall into despair, as
which is normal. Overall, the CD is good but tells the crowd this is the last song so
Prince of Persia: The
scale:
it's
almost
impossible
to
die
in
this
game.
There
a new evil sweeps upon the land. Now a whole new
what makes this a great pus^hase is the DVD. they just go crazy, resulting in the best
Sands of Time (available
are even instances in the game where you'll see generation of advenhirers is needed in order to drive
forXbox, Playstation 2.
Linkin Park delivers a stellar performance on the disk.
whafs about to hei^en on the next level. Moves are the impending monsters away permanently: namely
Gamecube, Game Boy
performance through their stage presence,
Live in Jkxas is a great live album
two,hounj«dft h f t b i ^ ^ » JjfeS^^
easily linked toge^er so a simple jump can mm into you and all of the other online denizens of Vana'diel.
Advance, PC). The prince
and
the
rapid
camera
angle
changes
amplify
that shows Linkin Park's perfect mix of
and new s o i ^ , y c l u d l ^ ^jbypianu^l&t^
a great-looking combo. Combat is also simple,
can defy gravity by
From this grandiose stoiy, one is able to then
two covdr songs, "C<»rte2r ^^te^^^ta^S^^t^ed-lQtlnnei'^ this. Most of the footage is of Chester rock, rap, and electronica.
running along walls
because all you have to do is enter fight commands create a character to role-play as in the fantasy world.
(above) andean swing
The Kill'eV" (originally ^|Uy<^o{ititebai»itguitarby Bennington and Mike Shinoda on lead
with his scimitar (the Dagger of Time is used at the The character-creation process is very in-depth and
fivm dangerously high
recorded' by- Nell Young/ Slbpfm Ibc^saidl _
end of afightas a nice finish), and Farah will help offers a lot of variety. There are a total offiveraces
ledges (left).
out with bows and arrows. Farah even helps the in Vana'diel: Humes (hunums), the Elvaan (elves),
prince during the game's numerous puzzles. Some the Tamtam (who resemble small children), the
Companies Release Big Hits to DUD Just In Time for Christmaspeople mayfindthis game too simple for their tastes, Galka (a race of lumbering giants) and the Mithra (a
since it offers little to no difficulty, but it is stunning cat-like people). For the first three races, you can
(o watch and fim for most to play Also, be sure to choose the gender you wish to be, except for the land, and there are rewards for completing such
Sally Field, Bob Newhart voices of Brad Pitt,
look out for bonuses once the game is finished. Galka and the Mithra, which are respectively male missions. There are, however, more than a few
and Luke Wilson.
Catherine Zeta-Jones,
and female only. After this is decided, you get to optional quests and jobs that one can choose to
The month of
Nov. 11 saw the Michelle Pfeiffer and
choose different types of face and hairstyles to further complete. Fighting optional monsters, using the skill
November saw the release release of Terminator 3: Joseph Fiennes. The final
customize your character. Then there are the several of crystal synthesis to create items that you can't find
of a lot of sequels, as well Rise of the Machines, which release for the 18* was Lara
job classes that are open to you in the beginning: in any of the towns* stores, or even doing quests for
as movies with very long stars Arnold Schwarz- Croft Tomb Raider: The
Warriors, the physically combative Monks, the non-playable characters or shopkeepers are just
titles, all in time for the busy enegger, Nick Stahl, Claire Cradle of Life starring
sneaky Thieves and three different kinds of mages. examples of some of the things you can do. And
Christmas shopping season. Danes and Kristanna Angelina Jolie, Ciaran
The White Mages deal predominantly with recoveiy completing some of the quests will even open up
Nov. 4 opened it up Loken. On Nov. 18, The Hinds and Gerard Butler.
magic, while Black Mages focus more on spells that extra jobs.
As expected with any type of online RPG,
with two different films Santa Clause 2, a Disney
deal damage to opponents, and Red Mages are a
The last release date
available for both purchase Christmas film featuring for the mondi was Nov. 25,
balance of both, with some skill in sword anacks, as one can commimicate and interact with different
well. After you choose what kind of character you players. Before setting out, one of the most crucial
and rent. Finding Nemo is a Tim Allen's return as Santa, which saw the release of
want to play as and what job class they're in, you're things to do is to make friends with other players
Disney-Pixar film that stars became available, with X-Men United starring
and form a party, as your odds of survival are greatly
then able to set
the voices of Albert Brooks additional stars including Patrick Stewart, Hugh
Tim Allen portrays Saint Nick in last yeari holiday kit. The
Online players fight a monster in Square-Enix^ Final
enhanced by doing so. Only six characters are
foot
into
the
world.
Santa Clause 2, which debuted on home video on Nov. 18. This
and Ellen DeGeneres. Judge Reinhold, Wendy Jackman, Halle Berty, Ian
Fantasy XI. the first online game in the long-running
Vana'diel is an extremely huge world, and allovred in a party, but you can form alliances of up
and many other hit films from the past year are finally debuting
Legally Blonde 2: Red, Crewson and Elizabeth McKellen,
miseries:
Rebecca
on DVD and VHS now that the Christmas shopping season has
one can get lost simply exploring the various to three parties in order to handle really tough
White, and Blonde v/as the Mitchell. Dreamworks' Romijn-Stamos, Anna
begun.
missions or monsters. One could definitely get lost
Finid Fantasy Xt(Platform(s):
Playstation 2, PC; environments that a player will encounter. The game
first sequel of the month, animated f i l m Sinbadr. Paqum and James Marsden,
in the immensity of this game. Hey, you can even
is
set
up
so
that
players
can
receive
missions
that
Publisher: Square-Enix;
Genre: Online
RPG):
bringing back Reese Legend of the Seven Seas is who all starred in the first
eojoy
a sunple day offishmgin Vana'diell
Having always been renowned as a single-player will have them dealmg with the new menace m the
Witherspoon in the lead role now available and stars the X-Men Gim.
once again, with co-stars
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students encouraged to Take Uaccine to Preuent
Winter is upon us,
and with it comes flu
season. Influenza can come
on very slowly with a
multitude of symptoms,
including head and muscle
aches, chills, fevers, fatigue
and dry cough. You are
more likely to get the flu
from being in concentrated
areas of people, and for
college students, this

usually means living in the
dorms. There are several
ways that you can protect
yourself against the flu or
flght against it if you get i t
According to the
Center for Disease Control
and Prevention, the most
common way to prevent the
fhi is by receiving aflushot.
It is recommended that a
person get a flu shot
annually as the virus tends
to change fiom year to year.

Pm S I G M A R A I S E S M O N E Y
FOR K I D N E Y FOUNDATION
Phi Sigma Sigma held
their biamiual Rock-a-Thon to
raise money for the National
Kidney Foundation (NKF). Each
fall and spring, sisters of the
sorority sit in fixmt of Reno's and
Mosby's restaurants in rocking
chairs and accept donations to
send off to the NKF. This year.
Phi Sigma Sigma collected over

Merm

three hundred-dollars.
"We did not collect as
much as we have in the past, but
every little bit helps," said an
unnamed member of die sorority.
The sorority will accept
donations throughout the year, but
their most profitable times are
during the set Rock-a-Thon days.
Spring dates w i l l be
announced at a later time.

iCfmstmas

Healthy people do not These medications do not
necessarily need to get a flu cure the flu but can cut
shot, although those that are down on the time that you
in high risk areas should are infected. You can also
consider it. However, take acetaminophens (such
people who are allergic to as Tylenol) or ibuprofen
eggs or have a history of (such as Advil) to help
Guillian-Barre Syndrome lower fever and body aches.
Aspirin should not
should not take the vaccine.
If you aheady suffer be given to anyone who has
from the flu, you can take theflu,because it can cause
antiviral medications such Reyes Syndrome, which
as amantadine, rimantadine, can result in vomiting or
zanamivir, or oseltamivir. even death.

Sc\RF

Is W I N T E R ' S

Decongestants can
be taken if you have a stuffy
nose. You should look for
decongestants thatcontain a
single ingredient, such as
pseudoephedrine
or
phenylephrine.
It
is
also
recommended that you get
plenty of rest, drink lots of
fluids and abstain from
smoking or drinking
alcohol.

'ESSENTIAL' ACCESSORY

Now that the cold weather has arrived,
we find ourselves wondering what to wear. The
most essential accessory for the coming season
is the scarf. Girls, as well as guys, can turn a
boring outfit into a trendy fashion statement by
just adding a scarf. Most people assume you can't
wear a scarf without a jacket, but this is not the
case this year. Scarves are being worn with shirts
and sweaters as all-day accessories, not just as
outerwear.
Speaking of outerwear, the classic pea
coat is in style again this year, in all lengths and

colors. Suede is also back on the scene, especially
when it's lined with faux ftir and accented with
embroidery. Finally, the ski coat, as always, is still
popular and .probably one's best choice for staying
warm.
As far as everyday clothing is concerned,
screen tees, cargo pants and corduroys are always
safe choices for guys or giris. Also, the westerninspired button down shirts are defmitely in style,
although not always warm.
An additional new trend this season is the
initial craze. Popular mainly among females, initials
can be found on everything from sweaters and shirts
to purses and cosmetic bags.
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